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Managing your

CASHFLOW
For sustainable operations, managing
your cash flow is as vital as managing
your water flow.
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CityTaps offers a unique
SMART, PAY-AS-YOU-GO
solution.
PAYGO to avoid debts and eliminate
accounts receivable.
SMART metering to quickly identify NRW
causes and take corrective actions.
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> Doing things the old way
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Deliver
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Measure water
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Subscribers can top up their “water
wallet” at any time and for any amount.
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Debits are made in strict compliance
with the regulated tariffs:
- Step tariffs
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- Block tariffs
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WATER WALLET

- Monthly fixed tariffs
Water
shut-off
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Tariffs can be changed at any time from
the management software.
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The CityTaps Way
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> Define individualised
debt repayment plans
for each subscriber.

Initial debt
to repay
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Daily debt repayment

> Follow the individual
or global progress
of debt repayment.

Debt
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SOLUTION
Top-ups
Top-ups by Mobile Money at
any time, for any amount
from anywhere

Account management

Water access control
A positive balance
automatically opens
water access

Automatic Pay-As-You-Go

When credit reaches zero, the
water access shuts off

Check real-time balance by
mobile phone at any time
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LoRaWAN
or GPRS

Measurement

Notiﬁcations
Receive notiﬁcations by
SMS or Whatsapp in case of
low credit, leaks or abnormal
consumption

Data analytics:
detect fraud - detect leaks
and/or blocked meters
History of water consumption

Measures accurate consumption
Transmits consumption data
and alerts every 30 minutes
(default)

Why choose

CITYTAPS?

2.

4.

AWARD WINNING
SOLUTION

FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

INTEGRATION

LIFETIME COSTS

CityTaps’ solution is
designed with and for water
professionals:

CityTaps’ Business Development team

New solutions are integrated smoothly

Water metering solutions are a

supports utility managers to define the

with systems already in place.

valuable asset so they must run

the software interface is
comprehensive and very intuitive
to operate
the hardware is manufactured
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3.

for use in harsh outdoor
environments (can be installed in
Sahel countries for example) and
can resist direct sunlight, high
peak temperatures, fine desert
dust, etc.
CityTaps has received multiple awards
and a patent.

project scope. Togehter, we focus on

without surprises or hidden costs over

your unique business environment and

CityTaps’ experienced Technical team

their 10 year lifetime.

corporate objectives. CityTaps build

will help you integrate the prepayment

a dedicated business model based

software with local Mobile Money

CityTaps offers long-term services to

on the utility’s inputs to confirm the

operators (or other digital payment

operate and support the solution, such

expected Return-on-Investment.

systems), local bulk SMS providers and

as software operations on secured

with your existing ERP. Our services

servers, data storage and backup or

When required, CityTaps can help

include a set-up phase to customize

on LoRaWAN radio network operation,

provide financing such as grants and

the software to your local environment

etc.

leasing contracts.

(currency, billing plans,
customer notifications, etc.) and a

Operating costs are based on the

support phase to train and assist your

number of connected points, making it

team with the deployment of meters

easy to scale and forecast.

and radio infrastructure.
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1.

AWARDS AND PROGRAMS
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CityTaps is currently
running projects in

Niger, Burkina
Faso, Senegal,
Kenya, Ecuador, and
Singapore.

CONTACT
Arnaud Brunelle
Sales Director

arnaud@citytaps.org
29, boulevard Romain Rolland,
Montrouge 92120 France

